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Part No. Description

Description

CV-l Mk3

Venturi

tube

CV-2
CV-3Mk3

Discharge hose coupling
2 Y2" Suction hose coupling

CV-4

Suction

*CV-16
insert

hose coupling

Mk III Body with manifold assembly, support
bracket and gauges ready built up as direct
replacement
for Mk I Body (NB.: Exclusive of
nozzle and kamlock)

CV-17

Aerofoil

CV-18

Body

(\IVith gasket

cement)

CV-5

Mixing

chamber

CV-6

Venturi

sheath

CV-7

Pressure

gauge

CV-20

Body coupler

CV-8

Vacuum

gauge

CV-21

Location

screws

(short)

CV-22

Location

screws

(long)

CV-23

Manifold

screws

(4 per set)

CV-24

Manifold

gasket

CV-25

Nozzle key

CV-26

Seal ring ( Kamlok)

Hose-12

4" Antistatic
flexible plastic hose
2 Y2" Antistatic
flexible plastic hose

*CV-19

CV-9

Discharge

CV-l0Mk3

Nozzle

coupler

CV-ll

Air valve

CV-12

Manifold

CV-13
CV-14Mk3

Pump assembly (comprises
location screws)
2 Y2" Restrictor

CV-15Mk3

2 Y2" Gulper,

assembly

*

adjustable

OBSOLETE

body,

aerofoil

,

PARTS

Leg bracket

(2 per set)
(2 per set)

and

Hose-17

CLEMV

AC

N.B. The maximum

1.0

SETTING

UP

MK

III

V ACUUM

RECOVERY

SYSTEM

recommended
air pressure
for this unit is 150 p.s.i. under
connected
to an air supply of greater pressure.
INSTRUCTIONS

3.0

no circumstances

must

it be

MAINTENANCE

..N.B.
1.1 Start the co~pressor
(mln. ~apaclty-250
c;f.m.)
and run for ~ period of 5 to 10 minutes to allow It to
reach operating temperature.

Ensure that the air supply at the compressor
is
turned off and that the air line is purged of pressure
before maintenance
work is carried out.
..
In order to keep the Clemvac
operating
at maximum
1.2 Connect a suitable length of 1 Y2" i.d. air hose to
efficiency
and keep wear to a minimum
it is
the main compressor air outlet.
imperative
that the following
maintenance
."
"
.procedures
are carried out:
1.3. Carefully turn ,?N the air to blowout
any dirt or
3.1 After 8 working hours. Remove the venturi sheath
moisture from the air hose.
(CV-6) from the main body by turning anti-clockwise.
14
Turn OFF the air supply.
.turn
1.5 Ins.ert the adjustab,lellgulper
(C'-:-15 Mk3) into an
appropriate
length of 2Y2 (62 mm) I.d. vacuum hose
and secure with a hose clip.

Turn the venturi tube (CV-1 Mk3) one eighth of a full
within the sheath and refit the assembly to the body.
3.2 Where the unit is not fitted with a primary air filter
immediately
adjacent to the air valve (CV-11) the nozzle
(CV-10 Mk3) should be removed frequently and

N.B. Although
a maximum
length of 100 ft. (30 m) of
2Y2" hose is recommended,
the unit will still operate,
with reducing
efficiency,
up to 200 ft. Performance
varies ~ccording
to site conditions
such as horizontal
or vertical
recovery,
etc.
1.6 Connect the open end of the 2 Y2II hose to the

checked. This is carried out by:
(a)
Removing the venturi sheath and mixing chamber
(CV-5) together thus giving access to the nozzle.
(b)
Using the nozzle key (CV-25) in the radial by-pass
slots, unscrew the nozzle by turning anti-clockwise.
(c)
The nozzle radial slots should be cleaned and

suction hose coupling
a hose clip.

insert ( CV-3 Mk3) and secure with

1.7 Connect an appropriate
length of 4" (100 mm) i.d.
discharge hose on to the discharge hose coupling (CV-2)
and secure with a hose clip.
N.B. The maximum recommended
length of discharge
hose is 40 ft. (12 m).
.II
.matter
1.~ Locate the discharge e.nd of the 4 hose Into a
suitable hopper or waste skip etc.
1.9
90°

Turn off the
to the valve.

air valve

(CV-11)

i.e.

with

the

handle

at

1.10 Connect the air hose to the air valve ( CV-11 ) using
a 1 Y2" male/male
nipple.
N.B. It is essential
that the air hose couplings
are
secure and that any sealing gaskets
required
are in
position.
Escaping air can be a danger and will
reduce the efficiency
of the operation.
2.0

OPERATING

INSTRUCTIONS

2.1

Turn on the air at the compressor.

2.2

Turn on the air valve (CV-11).

(d)

2.3 With the adjustable gulper (CV-15 Mk3) drawing
free air only ensure that the p:-essure gauge (CV-7) is
reading. a min~mum of 80 p.s.i;, and the ~acuum g.auge
(CV-8) IS reading betwe~~ 1.8 and 2.2
Hg. If.elther
gaug.e does not read as " )ove-see
fault analysis
(section 4).
2.4 Insert the adjustable gulper into the abrasive
ensuring that the air inlet on the rear shoulder is not
buried.

examined for uneven wear. Inspect the 7 nozzle
ports and clear any obstructions
taking care not to
damage the surfaces which are machined to fine
tolerances to ensure optimum operating efficiency.
Should any of the nozzle ports be worn or
damaged the nozzle should be discarded and a
new one fitted.
Before replacing the nozzle clean out any foreign
remaining in the manifold ports and clean
the threads of both the aerofoil (CV-17) and nozzle.
Replace the nozzle using the key provided taking
c.are to sta~t
tighten
until

(e)

the finely. pitched
thread
the. machined
shoulders

correctly
the.n
of the aerofoll

and nozzle are firmly mated.
N.B. A blocked
or damaged
nozzle will cause
not only a drop in performance
but turbulance
which will cause rapid wear of both the pump
body and the venturi tube.
Inspect the mixing chamber (CV-5) for excessive
wear and replace if necessary. Refit the mixing
chamber and venturi assembly ensuring that the
identification
groove is towards the pump end.

3.3 ~emove the suction hose coupling ( CV-.4) by.
releasing the kamlocks and remove any debris which
may be trapped in the rear of the pump. Examine
aerofoil (CV-17) for excessive wear and blockages,
suction hose coupling insert (CV-3 Mk3) for excessive
wear and where necessary replace worn parts.
3.4 Replacement
of Venturi Tube (CV-1 Mk3)remove the venturi sheath (CV-6) from the mixing
chamber ( CV-5) by unscrewing
it in an anti-clockwise
direction.
Place the protuding outlet of the venturi tube

2.5 If an intermitt~nt
!low .of abrasive is observed,
slow IX open the adjusting r~ng on the gulpe:r after
releasing the ~Ilen s?rew with the ~ey .provld.e.d. W~en a
smooth flow IS obtained lock the ring In position with
the allen screw.
2.6 If the rate of recovery is too slow the adjusting ring
b
I sed sli htl as above to increase the flow.
can e cog
y
,

on the. floor and pu~h dow~ the sheath. Pull up o.n the
venturl tub~ by pulling agaln.st the CAM )evers. Fit the
n.e~ ve.nturl tube after ciea~lng the location recess.
Fitting IS the reverse operation.
3.5 Replacement
of the Suction
Hose Coupling
Insert (CV-3 Mk3)remove the suction hose coupling
insert by opening the CAM locks on the body coupler
(CV-20). Slacken the socket screws on the suction hose
coupling (CV-4) approximately
4 full turns and knock out
~he coup:ling insert. Clean loca!ion s~oulde! and !it ne.w
Insert. TI~hten each sc~ew until the I.ns~rt I~ ret.alned In
the coupling but can still be rotated Inside It. Tighten

2.7 When work has been completed or the Clemvac is
left unattended
always turn off the air at the
compressor,
the~
valve (CV-11 ) before disconnecting
thA hn~A~ At~

socket screws evenly until tight, observing inward pull of
insert onto sealing face of coupling.
Replace suction
hose coupling into Body Coupler, ensuring seal ring
(CV-26) is in position.

3.6 Replacement
of the Aerofoilremove the venturi
tube and the mixing chamber together,
nozzle and
suction hose coupling as previously described.

compound
provided and immediately
tap the aerotoil
into place in the body using a wooden dowel inserted in
the nozzle port. Align the inlet ports of both body and
aeofoil then insert and tighten the two long countersunk
screws on either side of the inlet port. Leave the gasket
material to harden for 1 hour then replace the two short
countersunk
screws on the side opposite the air inlet
and tighten. With the remaining rubber compound
make
a fillet round the aerofoil where it touches the body on
both sides and using a spreader smooth into any
crevices particularly
on the side opposite the air inlet.

Remove the four socket head screws (CV-23) securing
the manifold assembly (CV-12) to the pump body
(CV-18). Remove the two central screws in the pump
body either side of the inlet port and also the two
remaining screws diametrically
opposite (CV-21 and
CV-22). Using a piece of timber suitably notched tap the
aerofoil out in the direction of the venturi.
Clean any remaining gasket material from the manifold,
inlet flange and pump interior. Offer the new aerofoil to
the body and check that only light tapping will be
required to fit in place. If the aerofoil is obviously a tight
fit trim down the new aerofoil on the side opposite the
air inlet only by rubbing with wetted P120 wet and dry
paper.
When the aerofoil is correctly trimmed smear the air inlet
side of both the body and the aerofoil with the gasket

4.0

FAUL T ANAL YSIS

Symptom
4.1
Pressure
Gauge
below 80 p.s.i.

(CV-7)

reads

Probable Fault

Action Required

Air valve ( CV-11 ) or outlet valve on
compressor
not fully open

Open valves fully

Airline couplings not tight or gaskets
missing
Compressor operating below pressure

Tighten
gaskets

Nozzle (CV-l0

4.2
Vacuum
1.8

Apply gasket compound
to both body and manifold
flanges and fit new manifold gasket (CV-12) taking care
to align the central hole correctly.
Replace the manifold
assembly securing with the four socket head screws and
replace the nozzle in the aerofoil. Allow 1 hour for
gasket compound
to cure then connect pump to air
supply and check for leaks around aerofoil and manifold
joint faces. Refit inlet body coupler and mixing chamber
venturi tube and test.

Gauge

(CV-8)

reads

below

Mk3) worn

Aerofoil

(CV-17)

Pressure
80 p.s.i.

gauge

worn

couplings,
if required

Check compressor
N.B. Compressor maintenance
should
only be carried out by a competant
person
Check and replace if necessary
Check and replace

(CV-7) reads below

check and replace

if necessary

See 4.1

Hg

Air leaks at suction
(CV-4)
Air leaks around

hose coupling

aerofoil

(CV-17)

Nozzle (CV-10 Mk3) worn or not
seating correctly
Venturi Tube (CV-1 Mk3) worn

Check action of camlock, check and
replace seal ring (CV-26) if necessary
Check,

reseal or replace as necessary

Check and replace as necessary
Remove

2 Y2" suction

hose, place flat

blanking plate over end of suction
hose coupling insert (CV-3 Mk3). If
vacuum gauge reads below 13.5 Hg,
replace venturi tube

4.3
Intermittent

flow

of abrasive

4.4
Very

poor

recovery

rate

Excessive length of 4" discharge hose
fitted (max. recommended-40
ft.)

Reduce

Insufficient air flow through recovery
hose

Slowly open adjusting ring on gulper
head (see 2.5) until smooth flow
achieved

Excessive
hose

air flow

through

Slowly adjust ring on gulper
(see 2.6) to restrict air flow

Blockage

in pump

body (CV-18)

Blockage in suction hose

recovery

length

as necessary

head

Remove suction hose coupling, check
and clear blockages around aerofoil
Remove

and clear blockages

